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Mole Wetherell
Mole is the Artistic Director of Reckless Sleepers, an idea that took shape thirty years ago. Mole is a visual
artist, designer and theatre maker. As an independent artist, he has designed buildings for making work
including his current studio Kerkstraat261 sound installations, publications and exhibitions. He has been the
creative force in developing all of Reckless Sleepers performance projects and programmes.
Leen Dewilde
Leen is a dancer and visual artist, who joined Reckless Sleepers in 2006. In 2012 she presented a research idea
with four other dancers which became A String Section, a project that has been presented in galleries,
theatres and larger-scale indoor and outdoor sites around the world. In 2018 Leen began creating a new
project for galleries called With All We Know.
Kevin Egan
Kevin is a performer and academic lecturer in Contemporary Theatre and Performance at Manchester
Metropolitan University. He has designed lighting and sound projects with and for Reckless Sleepers since
2006. He is a performer in the Reckless Sleepers shows Schrödinger and Negative Space.
Alex Covell
Alex joined Reckless Sleepers in 2012 after graduating from the company’s emerging artist programme called
Club Reckless. He is a performer in the Reckless Sleepers show Schrödinger and was a core contributor in the
development of Negative Space.
Reckless Sleepers
Reckless Sleepers create visually stimulating, physically demanding and challenging performances. The
company is a collective of thirteen artists with specialisms in visual art, dance, and performance. Our live work
has always been created out of a rigorous process of research and development often arising from simple
questions, tasks and actions.
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Unicorn Theatre
The Unicorn Theatre is the UK’s leading theatre for young audiences, producing an eclectic and surprising
programme of work year-round for children aged 6 months to 18 years. Based in our purpose-built home
at London Bridge, the Unicorn aims to connect artists and audiences through a broad range of work that is
honest, refreshing and international in outlook, across a range of disciplines. The Unicorn presents and tours
twelve to fifteen shows each year, at home and abroad, to around 90,000 children and their parents and
carers, and works extensively with schools and in the community to invite children from all cultures into a
conversation about art and the world we live in.
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This show uses many sounds from Freesound, for the full list visit reckless-sleepers.eu/its-hot-production
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